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RISK IDENTIFICATION

Risk identification is an early stage of risk

management. This stage deals with the

discovery of possible risks to a project.



STAGES OF RISK IDENTIFICATION

a. Checklist of all potential losses

b. Look for a systematic approach to loss 

classification:

- loss of property rights

- liability for damages/replacement

- Loss of company personnel



RISK IDENTIFICATION METHOD

Analysis of historical data/logbook

Analysis of financial

Observations and surveys

Benchmarking

Expert opinion (Use of neutral outsiders for risk

identification

Questionnaire

 Inspection

Statistics loss

Environmental analysis (SWOT)



HISTORICAL DATA ANALYSIS

Use various information and data available within the 

company about everything that ever happened

An example of employment data, it can be seen that 

the company faces the risk of losing important 

employees



OBSERVATIONS AND SURVEYS

 Investigate or search data directly on the scene

Examples by observing the production process, 

can be seen that the company faces the risk of 

lights off/product defect/downtime machine



BENCHMARKING

Seek information about risks in other places or 

companies

For example, from news in the mass media, it 

can be seen that escalators are at risk of 

causing children to get caught



EXPERT OPINION

Seek information from experts in a particular 

risk area

For example from asking a doctor, it can be 

seen that people with high cholesterol levels 

are at risk of heart disease



THE TYPES OF RISKS ENCOUNTERED IN THE COMPANY

Corporate 

Risk

External Risk

Strategic Risk

Operational 

Risk

Financial 

Risk 

Market risk

Process risk

HR risk

Productivity risk

Technology risk

Inovation risk

Systemic risk
Business risk

Operational leverage risk

Strategic transactional risk
Environmental risk

Reputation risk

Legal risk

Liquidity risk

Credit risk

Capital risk

Interest rate risk

Exchange rate risk

Comodity risk

Equity risk



RISK ANALYSIS

Each identified risk is calculated alternately and then 

assessed the magnitude of the probability and seriousness of the 

risk.

There is no easy way to do this analysis, depending on the 

assessment and experience of the project manager as the 

expert



The probability of risk can be 

assessed in several 

categories:

very low (<10%)

low (10-25%)

Medium (25% -50%)

high (50% -75%)

very high (> 75%).

Risk effects can be 

assessed as: 

catastrophic (expenditure greater

than income)

Serious

Intolerable

insignificant.



RISKS THAT CAN BE IDENTIFIED:
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DECISION MAKING

 Identify alternative decision-making for the 

problem

 There are 4 groups / conditions of decision 

making:

Certainty

Uncertainty

Risk

Conflict



CERTAINTY

 The economic calculation available

 compared to choosing the most PROFITABLE alternatives

Ex:

Production business of apple chips and jackfruit with a width of 1 ha of 
land, which one that will be more profitable ...?

Compare the productivity results

 NEED FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS – BEP, IRR, NPV, B/C RATIO



CERTAINTY

 In everyday life, so many decisions we take in the circumstances there 

is certainty. We know with certainty the direction to go to the office, 

favorite restaurants, or a panacea.

 Such things are routine we carry out so no need to think deeply.

The problems will be different when the government must regulate 

non-oil exports from the agricultural sector in order to maximize the 

amount of foreign exchange earned by paying attention to the 

constraints. For example, the area of land available, the number of 

farmers, the number of seeds and available capital, and the number 
of requests it will need more consederation



UNCERTAINTY

 a situation in which we can not determine a decision because it is 

unprecedented (first time happened)

 In these circumstances we need to gather as much information about a 

problem. With this information, it can be made some decision alternatives so 

it can be known probability value.

 By obtaining a good probability value based on the information you obtain 

or in your opinion subjectively.

 This problem is no longer in uncertainty, but is in certainty because the risk to 

be accepted is known. Even if the probability you get is roughly estimate. 

Decision tree (decision tree) can be used to solve the problem in 

uncertainty.

 METHODS: LAPLACE, MAXIMAX, MAXIMIN, REGRET, DLL



UNCERTAINTY

 The probability of a result is not known for certain(for estimates 

only)

 Decision Makers do not have complete information

 The thing to be decided has never happened

 Anticipate conditions of uncertainty:

1. looking for more information

2. through research

3. the use of subjective probabilities



RISKY

The result is uncertain, probability is known but 
information is imperfect

Alternative to be chosen  more than 1 possible 
outcome (good condition, normal, ugly)

Decision Makers have more than 1 alternative action

There is an alternative of feasible action (can be 
done)



RISKY

 The risk occurs when the decision-making result can not be known in

certainty, but it is possible to know the value of the possibility.

 For example, you want to buy goods. Each item is neatly wrapped so 

you can not distinguish items that are in good condition or defective.

 If the seller is honest and you are told that the goods amount to 100 

pieces and the goods in damaged condition amounted to 99 pieces

(99% defect). Then you have to decide whether to buy the item or not. 

If you are a normal person, maybe you will not buy the item, because 

the risk is too great. The possibility of obtaining a defective item is 99%. 

 But if on the contrary in another case, the amount of damaged goods 

there is only 1 piece (1% defect). The chances: you will buy the item, 

because the possibility to get the damaged goods is only 1%.



CONFLICT

There is competition

Need to perform economic/financial feasibility 

analysis of each business unit



CONFLICT

a director of a company in introducing a new 

product trying to find out the best possible strategy or 

a combination of strategies to seize greater market 

share, while its rival also tries to introduce similar 

products with a different strategy from the marketing 

director, things that should be considered: price 

reduction, gifts, product quality enhancement, 

choosing effective media of advertation



Thank you


